Abstract. The main objective of the proposed work is to investigate the formation of nanoquasicrystalline and related nanocrystalline phases in Al--Cu--Fe system during mechanical milling at the initial stage of milling. The mechanical milling of a quasicrystalline Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 alloy was performed in a high-energy ball mill (Szegvari attritor) by varying milling time from 2.5 min to 60 min under liquid hexane medium at the speed of 400 rpm with a ball to powder ratio of 40 : 1. X-ray diffraction was carried out for evaluating the lattice strain, lattice parameters and crystallite sizes of the milled sample. It was found that the evolution of monoclinic Al 13 Fe 4 phase from Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 quasicrystalline phase occurred after 2.5 min of milling, which was further confirmed by transmission electron microscopy. After 5 min of ball milling nano size disordered B2 phase (bcc, a ¼ 0.29 nm) was also found. The systematic analysis of the XRD patterns for evolving lattice parameter, sequential strain suggests that the lattice strain during milling has been quite considerable.
Introduction
It is known that quasicrystalline (QC) phase in Al--Cu--Fe undergoes a structural transformation to various types of crystalline phases during annealing [1] , ion milling [2] , electron beam irradiation [3] , mechanical testing [4] and scratching on surface [5] .
Recently, Mukhopadhyay et al. [6] [7] have studied the effect of mechanical milling (MM) and subsequent annealing on the stability of Al--Cu--Fe and Al--Co--Cu quasicrystalline alloys and observed the structural transformation to B2 crystalline phase in both the cases. A decagonal phase in Al--Ni--Fe system also transforms to nanocrystalline B2 type phase during MM and to t3 phase after subsequent annealing [8] . In our earlier studies it has been pointed out that a stable decagonal phase, Al 70 Co 15 Ni 15 does not transform to any crystalline phase during high-energy ball milling (BM) up to 40 h duration and results in the formation of nanoquasicrstalline phases only [9] . However, it is not yet clear that under what condition the structural and microstructural transformation can occur during milling process. Therefore, there is a need to study this aspect systematically in order to understand the mechanisms responsible for the related transformations and the consequent evolution of nanophases.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the influence of milling on as-cast Al--Cu--Fe icosahedral alloy for short milling time to understand the sequential phase transformation during high-energy ball milling. Attempts are made to correlate the induced lattice strain during milling with the phason strain of this quasicrystal structure. The structural and microstructural correlation of the phases evolved with their relative stability will be discussed.
Experimental details
The alloy with a composition close to Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 (Al ¼ 99.98%, Cu ¼ 99.99%, Fe ¼ 99.98%) was prepared by melting in a radio frequency (R.F) induction furnace under dry argon atmosphere. The individual elements were at first mixed in correct stoichiometric proportions and pressed into a cylindrical pellet of 2 cm diameter, 0.75 cm thickness by applying a pressure of $3 Â 10 4 N/m 2 . The pellet (5 g by weight) was then placed in a silica tube surrounded by an outer pyrex glass jacket. Under continuous flow of argon gas into the silica tube, the pellet was melted using RF induction furnace (18 kW). The as-cast ingot was crushed into particles of less than 0.5 mm size and placed in an attritor ball mill. The hardened stainless steel balls of 15 mm diameter (with a ball to powder ratio of 40 : 1) were used. The speed of the mill was maintained at 400 rpm. Milling operation was conducted for 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min under liquid hexane medium, as a process control reagent. Structural and microstructural characterizations of the ascast and milled powders were performed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) with CuK a radiation (Philips PW-1710 X-ray diffractometer, l ¼ 1.54026 A), scanning electron microscopy (Philips XL-20) and transmission electron mi-croscopy (CM-12 at 120 kV) and HRTEM (Tecni G 20 at 200 kV). The effective crystallite size and relative strain of mechanically milled powders as well as heat-treated products were calculated based on line broadening of XRD peaks. The use of the Voigt function for the analysis of the integral breadths of broadened X-ray diffraction line profiles forms the basis of a rapid and powerful single line method of crystallite-size and strain determination. In this case the constituent Cauchy and Gaussian components can be obtained from the ratio of full width at half maximum intensity (2w) and integral breadth. In a single line analysis the average crystallite size 'D' and strain 'e' can be related to Cauchy (b c ) and Gaussian (b G ) widths of the diffraction peak at the Bragg angle q [10] .
Results and discussions
In order to unravel the phases of as cast alloy, structural characterization has been carried out employing XRD techniques. The XRD patterns of as cast Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 alloy confirm the presence of the icosahedral phase [11] . The orientation relationship between the icosahedral phase and the Al 13 Fe 4 monoclinic phase in Al--Cu--Fe alloy has been studied by electron diffraction [13] . The transformation from icosahedral phase to Al 13 Fe 4 monoclinic phase has been described by combining a rotation of the physical space and a rotation of the projection strip which is equivalent to a special linear phason strain [13] . During milling for less than 1 h, the mixture of various phases (i.e., Al 13 Fe 4 , B2 and QC phases) can be identified in Fig. 1(b) -(g). The broadening of the peak was found to increase with increasing milling time. The particle size and lattice strain of Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phases in MM powder are obtained by an analysis of the broadening of diffraction peaks. The broadening effects due to size and strain have been determined after incorporating the correction due to instrumental broadening. It is important to note that the lattice parameter of B2 phase increases with milling time. The patterns obtained from milled sample show the variation of the lattice parameter from 0.2905 nm to 0.2932 nm after 1 h of milling. The overall variation of lattice strain with milling time of Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phase are shown in Table 1 . The lattice strain of Al 13 Fe 4 phase initially increases from 0.12 to 0. 89% at 50 min of milling and lattice strain of the B2 phase increases with rather slower rate. The variation of crystallite size with milling time is also shown in Table 1 . From this table it is clear that the crystallite size of B2 phase decreases from 60 nm to 17 nm at a faster rate and then down to 12 nm at a relatively slower rate during milling operation. It is interesting to note that lattice parameter is found to increase in both crystalline systems. This indicates that relaxation of crystal structure in nanoscale morphology is responsible for increase in the lattice parameter and thus decrease in the density. Fig. 2(a) ). The alloys produced after 2.5 min MM showed different microstructural features (Fig. 2(b) ). An elongated particle is also observed at this stage. With further milling, the lamellae of the welded layer and both the coarse and fine powders become convoluted rather than being linear. This is due to the random welding of equiaxed powder particles without any particular preference to the orientation with which they weld. The brittle nature of these alloys causes the Fig. 2(f) ) gives rise to the formation of nano grain with 60-100 nm size.
The results of TEM investigation on the microstructure of Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 quasicrystalline alloy with different milling time have been presented in Fig. 3 . Figure 3(a) shows a typical microstructure of the as-cast alloy which is present throughout the specimen. It shows a rosette and coral like morphology ( Fig. 3(a) ). Figure 3(b) illustrates a bright field (BF) image of 10 min MM powder; it clearly shows the three type of contrast in the grain. It is due to the presence of different phases such as icosahedral quasicrystalline, Al 13 Fe 4 and B2. Figure 3(c) illustrates a bright field image of 30 min MM powder. The bright field image for powder Al--Cu--Fe milled for 60 min (Fig. 3(d) ) shows that the crystallite size of B2 phase is about $20 nm, which is consistent with that obtained from XRD.
The structural change of the IQC phase in as cast as well as after 10 min of MM has been investigated by selected area diffraction. The selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns exhibiting the 5-fold and 2-fold symmetries corresponding to icosahedral phase of as cast and 10 min MM powder are shown in Fig. 4(a)-(d) , respectively. Rather diffuse scattering along these reciprocal directions (marked by an arrow) can be identified indicating the tendency towards Al 13 Fe 4 phase formation. Figure 4 (b) clearly shows increase of disorder in icosahedral phase after milling time of short duration (10 min). The diffraction spots in Fig. 4(a) are rather sharp and arranged strictly at fixed position. This also indicates that the phason strain causing the peak shift and splitting is not significant along the 5-fold axis of the icosahedral phase. However, 5-fold pattern obtained from 10 min MM alloy shows ample variation in the intensities and position in Fig. 4(b) and diffuse pentagonal arrangement of spots can be seen in the plotted circle.
The detailed structural investigations on the 10 min MM powder unravel the Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phase. SAD has been shown in Fig. 3(b) . This kind of similarity indicates a close relationship between the structure of Al 13 Fe 4 monoclinic and icosahedral quasicrystalline phase [14] . The presence of B2 phase in 10 min MM powder is easily discernible with the help of SAD take from some other region. The micro SAD pattern corresponding to B2 phase along the [001] and [111] directions are shown in Fig. 5(b)-(c) . Figure 6 shows the high resolution TEM image of the 10 min milled powder. The microstructure is predominantly nanocrystalline with grain sizes in the range of 20-40 nm. It is interesting to note that the regions between the nanocrystalline grains seem to contain Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phase regions. The HREM result confirms the formation and coexistence of Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phase with nanocrystalline microstructure.
It is clear from the present investigation that after 5 min of milling quasicrystal phase starts transforming to the crystalline phase i.e. Al 13 Fe 4 as well as disordered B2 phase with a nanoscale microstructure, the lattice strain tends to increase with milling time. At the initial stage of milling, QC phase has to accommodate the applied stress as a result of impact between two balls through the process of fracture and plastic deformation. The plastic deformation of quasicrystal is controlled by dislocations at high temperature, but the role of the same at room temperature is highly restricted which makes the QC phase inherently brittle [15] . It is also interesting to point out that the milling temperature is reported to vary in the range of 100-200 C depending on the milling media and milling parameters [16] . The rise in temperature has certainly a beneficial effect on the plastic deformation of quasicrystalline and crystalline materials during ball milling. The mode of ductile behavior can be discerned from the changes of shapes in the initial microstructure (Fig. 2) . Therefore, it can be emphasized that the rise in temperature as well as the compressive loading prevailing during ball milling has facilitated the plastic deformation of quasicrystals. It is reasonable to assume that in addition to fracture, some amount of plastic deformation of the QC phases under compressive stresses, containing the high hydrostatic stress components during milling can occur. For the quasiperiodic structure it is known that when the dislocation moves or any kind of shearing takes place through the QC structure, quasiperiodic structure gets extensively disturbed. The structure of the IQC phase is known to be related to the structure of the Al 13 Fe 4 phase [17] . The orientation relationship between the Al 13 Fe 4 and the IQC phase has also been established [13] . The close relationship between the structure of the Al 13 Fe 4 and the IQC phase can be taken to suggest that the phase transformation to the intermediate state may be due to the generation of phason strain arising from Fig. 3(b) ). milling [18] . It will be interesting to establish the correlation between the phason strain and the lattice strain induced during milling. Qualitatively it may be said that the phason strain is proportional to lattice strain which can be induced in course of milling. Thus during the frequent impact between balls and powder particles, a huge amount of phason defects are expected to be generated. Hence, the Al 13 Fe 4 is expected to be metastable phase, and after further milling it eventually transforms completely to B2 phase. The fact that the transformation from QC to Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 phase in Al--Cu--Fe IQC alloy occurs during low milling time suggests a close relation in atomic configuration among these phases. Hence it does not require any long-range diffusion for phase transformation. Thus these nano crystalline phases seem to be resulting due to stress induced transformation. It should be pointed out that the MM induced transformation of icosahedral phase to crystalline Al 13 Fe 4 and B2 Phases is due to the non-equilibrium defects like vacancies and dislocations. A variety of defects which are generated during milling are of non-equilibrium type and it causes the instability of the phases and thus the phase transformation can be observed. In addition to the above defects, a peculiar type of defect known as phason defects which are observed in quasicrystals unlike those in crystalline materials, also cause the changes in the initial quasicrystalline phases depicted from the diffraction patterns. All these changes due to the accumulation of the defects arising from ball milling eventually leads to the phase transformation in the quasicrystalline materials.
Conclusions
It has been found that the high-energy ball milling of Al 65 Cu 20 Fe 15 results in the formation of a nanocrystalline Al 13 Fe 4 phase at the initial (5-50 min) stages of milling. After 1 h of milling the IQC phase has been found to transform to a nanocrystalline B2 phase of 60 nm size. The strain accumulation in the icosahedral and crystalline phases is the dominant cause for the phase transformation and nanophase formation. The role of phason defects generated during milling has been found to play an important role towards the phase transformation.
